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Recently, SupplyPro has published a white paper on its exciting new smart technology that
revolutionizes inventory control, even for the smallest distributors. This white paper introduces the
UStockit Inventory Shelf TagTM from SupplyPro: a technology that can turn a shelf, a storeroom, or
even an entire warehouse into a virtual vending machine.
After examining the challenges of industrial distributors utilizing traditional inventory control
solutions themselves and for their customers, SupplyPro has reimagined vending to give even the
small distributors a competitive edge. This white paper demonstrates how leveraging smart
technologies can create smart distributors with direct benefits to their bottom line. “Transforming
electronic shelf tags into powerful inventory control devices is one of the biggest innovations in
industrial distribution in the last decade,” said Floyd Miller, CEO of SupplyPro.
The UStockit Inventory Shelf Tag system is currently in public BETA with an expected availability
date later this year.
About SupplyPro
Headquartered in San Diego, California, SupplyPro is the leading provider of automated inventory
management technologies, with a device-driven cloud-based ecosystem that seamlessly meshes with
most internal ERP systems and distributor delivery solutions. More than 1.8 million monthly users,
from manufacturing to aerospace and high-tech fabrication, rely on the SupplyPro platform to
increase efficiencies, profitability, and competitiveness. For more information visit:
http://supplypro.com/
About UStockit
UStockit, powered by SupplyPro, is an all-new subscription service platform that brings together
SupplyPro’s proven hardware and software, revolutionary inventory management products and
exciting new low-cost solutions. The UStockit subscription includes expert system setup and
experienced management services, 24/7 SupplyPro customer support, an unprecedented hardware
warranty and SupplyPro’s industry leading intelligent inventory control software (UStockit Web,
UStockit Device and UStockit Mobile) into a flexible low-cost monthly subscription. And when

the subscription period is over, so is any responsibility for warehousing hardware or updating
outdated technology.
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